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CRAMER LAKES MISSION – JULY 4, 2019 
--JIM FINDLEY 

 

Shortly before noon, we received a callout for a mission in the Sawtooth Mountains.  A 17-year-old 

backpacker had activated a PLB between Cramer Lakes and Hidden Lake, at an elevation of about 

9,500 feet.  It was determined that the nearest trail access was from the transfer camp on the far side 

of Redfish Lake.  The subject’s coordinates showed him being about 10 trail miles from the transfer 

camp. 

 

Our IMSARU team met up with the Custer County marine deputy at Redfish Lake and established 

base camp.  A four-person hasty team was shuttled across the lake by the deputy and began hiking 

toward Cramer Lakes shortly before 1700 hours.  In the meantime, Custer County was attempting to 

obtain helicopter support.  After about an hour of hiking, our hasty team saw a helicopter fly into the 

Sawtooths, in the direction of Cramer Lakes, and then back out.  It turned out that this was Two Bear 

Air out of Montana, and that they had successfully extracted the subject, who was unhurt. 

 

The hasty team was turned around, and arrived back at the transfer camp shortly before 1900 hours.  

Two IMSARU members met with the Custer County Sheriff in Stanley and gave the subject a ride 

back to Boise.  The subject told them he had gotten himself onto a very steep snow slope where he 

felt it was unsafe to either continue or go back down the way he had come. 

 

IMSARU responders included:  Aaron Burdin, Jim Findley, Christi Kelley with K9 Brewster, Rory 

Olsen, Gregg Rettschlag, Daniel Roberts, Mike Rock, and Christopher Weltner. 
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Top Right: Swiftwater Awareness training in July. 

 

Other photos: Daniel, Aaron, and Christopher in various 

stages of the Cramer Lakes mission.  The beautiful scen-

ery was a great side benefit to the mission. 

Cramer Lake Mission and Swiftwater Awareness Pictures 
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IN-HOUSE TRACK AWARE CLASS – MAY 4, 2019 
--VICKI AND KEN SWICKARD 

 

IMSARU’s tracking team presented a Saturday in-house track aware class for four new members and one return-

ing member, as part of the Joel Hardin Professional Tracking Service/Visual Tracking and Training, Inc.  (This 

organization trains U.S. Army’s 10th Mountain Division and other Special Forces units, as well as Law Enforce-

ment and SAR units.)  IMSARU’s trackers are proud of our team, currently having nine certified individuals 

plus five working toward their first certification level…and we are always looking for others who want to join 

this team. 

 

Training started at the IMSARU Compound with a Power-Point presentation that explains how tracking can de-

termine the direction of a missing person’s travel, greatly reducing the area of search and allowing the search 

teams to focus on the area where a missing subject is most likely to be found. 

 

Basic presentations included the tracking stick and its use as a primary tool, footfall and the effects of human 

movement, how the sun and/or artificial light can affect the ability to see sign, etc.  A track aware class can pre-

sent only a very broad overview, and field experience is the next step, so off we went to an area next to the Fire 

Station on Highway 21 for some hands-on experience. 

 

Attendees were first given a ten-foot square area which held a lot of different boot and shoe prints; the goal was 

to identify how many individual prints had crossed the area.  (Individuals counted six to nine prints; there actual-

ly were twelve different ones.)  We then went to another prepared area of the same size, and participants were 

asked to tell the story of what they saw in three individual track lines.  They did a great job of recognizing that 

one person had hopped on one foot, one had walked with a crutch, and one had walked backwards. 

 

After these introductory exercises, the trainees were divided into groups of three (the standard tracking team) 

and each group was given a tracking line to follow.  The first step was to draw the shoe/boot print that had been 

intentionally left, then find the first step from there and continue following step by step into the field.  This is not 

easy work, and takes a lot of concentration by the entire team. 

 

As first-time trackers, the teams did very well, and individuals indicated that they may want to join IMSARU’s 

tracking team.  We look forward to their continued participation. 

 

JOEL HARDIN TRACKING COURSE AT KIDDER CREEK NEAR 

GREENVIEW, CA – MAY 17-19, 2019 
KEN AND VICKI SWICKARD 

 

As part of the IMSARU Mantracking team, we travelled on May 16 to extreme northern California for a 24-hour 

Joel Hardin Tracking Course (JHPTS/VTATI).  We arrived on Thursday evening, located our sleeping accom-

modations, and got settled for the course starting the next morning.  We spent the evening in exciting Fort Jones, 

having a meal at the only eatery in town.  The camp had been notified that there would be a power outage from 

1700 hours until about 0500 hours, but it didn’t seem to be a problem as the sleeping accommodations had no 

electricity, heat or water in them. 

 

On Friday at 0700 hours, all of the 28 participants met at the Chow Hall for a briefing and short tutorial on the 
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history of the JHPTS/VTATI program and expectations for the course.  We were then split into 3-person 

tracking teams to track lines compatible with the certification level of each person.  We tracked until 1800 

hours, broke for dinner, and resumed tracking in the dark until 2200 hours…then back to our accommodations 

for a great night’s sleep. 

 

Saturday morning brought partly cloudy skies and cool temperatures of around 45 degrees, warming up to the 

mid-60’s (great tracking weather).  We continued following the same lines until 1800 hours, with a stop for 

lunch.  After dinner, a Certification Panel of the instructors, which included Sign Cutters, Journeymen and 

Apprentices, was assembled to review the credentials of those wishing to challenge for advancement in the 

program.  It was sort of like a Promoting Board in the military:  We were asked questions and given scenarios 

at the level of certification we were working toward.  There were three individuals boarding for their Basic 

Certification, and one (myself) for the Apprentice Certification.  It was a little intense at times, but I [Ken] felt 

like I did pretty well (having been through many Promotion Boards in the military).  Then off to bed again by 

2200 hours.  It rained all night, really hard at times, but by sun-up the skies were mostly clear. 

 

On Sunday we went into the field to finish following our lines and had one-on-one discussions with the in-

structors on how we challenged the sign, problems incurred, and how we overcame them.  We retrieved all of 

our tracking tape and sticks and, after a final debriefing by the instructors,  broke camp and headed home.  At-

tendees were from all over the U.S., plus a group of ten from Canada.  We all had long trips home, so were 

ready for the 1400 hours end time (which was also the 24-hour mark of actual tracking.)  I received word two 

weeks later that the Board had approved my Certification to the Apprentice level. 

 

 

 

REPEATER DONATED TO IMSARU 
--ALISA RETTSCHLAG 

 

At our business meeting on July 23, Robert Hugi, Technical Director of the Military Division of Idaho State 

Communications, presented and then donated to us a refurbished repeater.  This repeater has been used by Ida-

ho Transportation Department as a way to count avalanches.  It is in excellent shape. 

 

As noted in an earlier newsletter, our old repeater stopped working during the Race to Robie Creek this year 

(in April).  No one could get it working again and no one seemed to be able to repair it.  Needless to say, this 

is not a cheap piece of technology.  During a chance meeting at a community event at POST in Meridian, our 

Logistics Director Eddie Thomas started talking to Robert Hugi about our repeater problem.  Over a few 

months, Robert and Eddie discussed our needs, possible replacement repeater units, etc.  Eddie even came to 

the IMSARU board with an estimated cost. 

 

Then Robert surprised us with this donation.  He said that State Communications often donates used but work-

ing communication devices to schools and other charitable organizations…and Robert and his team got the 

idea to donate this unit to IMSARU. 

 

A big “Thank You” goes to Robert Hugi and Idaho State Communications for this incredible donation!  We 

are very grateful. 

 

Joel Hardin continued 
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OPENING DAY OF CORN BOOTH 2019 
--KEN SWICKARD 

 

Friday morning, August 16, was bright but not too warm, with a cloudless sky that would continue for the rest 

of the day.  It was indeed the perfect start of the ten-day Western Idaho Fair and the beginning of Idaho Moun-

tain Search and Rescue’s major fundraiser of the year. 

 

Alisa Rettschlag was the Corn Booth coordinator and Jeff Munn handled the booth logistics and assembly.  

Plans and preparations started weeks before, but accelerated during the two weeks prior to the opening of the 

Fair.  We had scheduled to load all our equipment on trailers at our regular meeting on August 6, but a mission 

call-out late that afternoon was cancelled at around 1730 hours, leaving mission-responding personnel at the 

Compound…so those responders had the trailers loaded and ready for the coming Saturday before other would-

be workers arrived.  [Thank you to all the members who responded to the call-out!] 

 

On Saturday, August 10, the trailers were towed to the Fairgrounds and 16 members started the process of 

erecting the booth and setting all of the equipment into place for cooking and serving “Hot Buttered Corn.”  

Three more members had joined the work crew by noon and all enjoyed a meal of hot pizza and sodas.  With 

only minor touch-ups and signs to be hung, the booth was ready by 1530 hours. 

 

The Corn Booth Coordinator is the individual (with the help of a spouse, of course) who shoulders the major 

responsibility for the Corn Booth success.  This year it was Alisa Rettschlag, and her endless dedication to get-

ting the job done in the most professional manner was the major reason for the Corn Booth being ready to open 

on the warm, sunny Friday morning of the 16th.  She then would be the leading light until the unit turned off its 

flashing lights and shut down the cookers late in the evening of Sunday, August 25. 

 

On Friday, August 16, seven members assigned to the opening shift were on site and prepping the booth for 

cooking and serving corn:  filling cookers with water and lighting their propane heaters; plugging in warming 

steamers to keep the cooked corn at eating temperature; melting butter in the warming tub; placing salt, pepper, 

toothpicks and napkins on the condiment counters; filling the holding tank with fresh cold water and setting up 

the cutting.  The only thing missing by 1015 hours was CORN. 

 

The owner of Volcanic Farms at Horseshoe Bend arrived at 1030 hours with 1100 ears of corn.  Six workers 

started shucking as the seventh person tended to last-minute needs.  At 1130 hours, a test batch of corn was 

cooked and processed through the assembly line; of course, all shift members had to sample the first batch to 

make sure it conformed to our highest standards. 

 

At 1140 hours, Channel 2 mobile Face Book team came by the booth and we enticed them to give us a Face 

Book video shot.  The corn was first sold to the public at 1148 hours, and we shucked and cooked it as fast as 

we could; no one took a lunch break until around 1520 hours.  We figured we had sold over 750 ears of corn by 

the time the evening shift came on at 1730 hours, and they sold out before the Fair closed that evening. 
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EARLY REPORT FROM THE CORN BOOTH 
--NORA O’BRIEN 

 

Corn!  Get your hot buttered corn here!  You can smell the buttery rich goodness and almost taste the juicy farm-

fresh Idaho corn as you approach the IMSARU corn booth at the 2019 Western Idaho State Fair.  Fair-goers are 

drawn in by IMSARU member Jim’s beckoning call:  “Corn!  Fresh-picked this morn!” 

 

Folks eagerly line up during this “Family Day” at the Fair, buying sticks of corn-on-the-cob, and bottles of ice-cold 

water and soda to quench their thirst.  Dizzy from the rides, dusty from the stables…all ages know and love our fa-

mous buttered corn on a stick.  One of the healthiest treats sold here, our local Volcanic Farms corn is also one of the 

freshest available, delivered each day to our booth which is run 100% by unpaid volunteers. 

 

We have regular customers (one gentleman said he has stopped here annually for the past ten years) and new young 

customers saying, “Mom!  Can I puhleeeez have corn??”  Customers share stories over the sales counter, too, of fond 

and thankful rescue memories, and prior missions they had been a part of.   

 

Many hands make light work in the booth, with ten awesome orange-shirted Tech Team members here tonight…

shucking, roasting, skewering, buttering, wrapping and selling hundreds of ears.  (Okay, okay—we ate some of it, 

too.  Who can resist?) 

Left: Aerial view of the corn 

booth from the new chair lift 

gondola. 

 

Bottom: The critical moment 

of corn skewering in action. 

Right: A box break had to be 

taken during a slow time on a hot 

weekday.  Notice the refrigerator 

instead of fountain drinks.  Also 

new this year, a Square was ac-

quired in order to accept credit 

card purchases. 
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Faces of the corn booth, mostly happy due to corn-

filled bellies.  Many familiar faces all unite during the 

corn booth, and there is wonderful conversation during 
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THANK YOU!  THANK YOU!  THANK YOU! 
 

We very much appreciate the financial support from the following: 

 

The Race to Robie Creek committee   REI in Boise 

 

Anonymous donation via Facebook and Network for Good   

 

Anonymous donation from a member  United Way of Lane County 

 

Kroger Company (Fred Meyer)   IDACORP 

 

Great support from visitors to our Corn Booth at the Western Idaho Fair, which is still underway as of this print-

ing. 

 

Idaho Mountain Search and Rescue Unit is a 501(c)(3) non-profit corporation.  All of our members are unpaid 

volunteers, who supply their own personal equipment as well as the time and effort to train for our missions.  

Gifts to the Unit, such as those listed above, help to fund group equipment such as trucks and command trailer. 

 

The stalwart editor-in-chief of RESCUE is Charlotte Gunn. Don Fridrich provides the online version and mailing 

help.  Darryl Beemer formats and prints with the generosity of HP Inc.  Thanks to all who write articles and pro-

vide photos. 
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Mission preparation training to get accus-

tomed to the updated gear area.  Chris 

Brookman even organized for the Astegos 

food truck to feed attendees.   

Outside of feeding our members this day, 

Astegos volunteers to provide meals for 

individuals experiencing homelessness. 
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